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TRANSMUTATION KERNELS FOR THE
LITTLE q-JACOBI FUNCTION TRANSFORM

ERIK KOELINK AND HJALMAR ROSENGREN

ABSTRACT. The little q-Jacobi function transform de-
pends on three parameters. An explicit expression as a sum of
two very well-poised 8W7-series is derived for the dual trans-
mutation kernel relating little q-Jacobi function transforms
for different parameter sets. A product formula for the dual
transmutation kernel is obtained. For the inverse transform,
the transmutation kernel is given as a 3ϕ2-series, and a prod-
uct formula as a finite sum is derived. The transmutation
kernel gives rise to intertwining operators for the second or-
der hypergeometric q-difference operator, which generalize the
intertwining operators arising from a Darboux factorization.

1. Introduction. The Jacobi transform is an integral transform
on the positive half-line with a hypergeometric 2F1-series as its ker-
nel. This transform is a two-parameter extension of the Fourier-cosine
transform and the Mehler-Fock transform and also contains the Han-
kel transform as a limit case. The inversion formula for the Jacobi
transform can be found explicitly in several ways, using asymptotics,
spectral analysis, group theory or intertwining properties. This trans-
form has a long history and we refer the reader to the survey paper
[13] by Koornwinder.

There are several levels of q-analogues of the Jacobi function and of
the corresponding transform pair (see [9] for an overview and refer-
ences). Here we consider the so-called little q-Jacobi function and the
corresponding transform. The little q-Jacobi function transform has
been studied by Kakehi, Masuda and Ueno [7, 6] as the (spherical)
Fourier transform on the quantum SU(1, 1) group using the interpre-
tation of the little q-Jacobi functions on the quantum SU(1, 1) group
using the interpretation of the little q-Jacobi functions as matrix ele-
ments of unitary irreducible representations of Uq(su(1, 1)) (see [14]).
On the other hand, the little q-Jacobi function transform occurs when
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